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Labour Day Round Robin Attracts the Crowds 
 
With nearly 30 competitors turning up on 
the day, MLTC enjoyed one of its largest 
round robin tournaments for some time. 
The size of the field meant splitting into two 
streams, with 7 teams in each playing 5 8 
games sets each. Around a dozen guests 
and ad hoc visitors turned out alongside 
regular members. Winners in Bloc 1 were 
Mike Prior & Di Shirling and in Bloc 2 Mike 
Rawlins & Angela Foley.   

 
 

 

And we have a new record holder. In taking 33 
points from a possible 40, Di Shirling Trumped 
Angelo Yan's previous highest score gained at the 
Anzac Day tournament earlier this year. 
 
Many thanks to Jackie Boaden for organising the 
teams & sets for keeping the score consistent. And 
further thanks to Louis Miller and Pam Somerville 
for again providing the barbecue, salads, and 
refreshments.  

 
Club Competition News 
 
Three finals have been completed in the past month with the following results 
 

 

LADIES OPEN DOUBLES 
 
Sarah Gaunt and Wendy Tan (pictured left) overcame 
Di Shirling and Karen Wiltshire in the Open Ladies 
Doubles final 6-1, 7-5 
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MENS SPECIAL DOUBLES 
 
Luke Bramble and Luke Keller (pictured 
right) came back strongly to beat Gwenael 
Le Reun and Tony Nix, despite losing the 
first game to love, taking the Special 
Men's Doubles final 0-6, 6-3, 6-4 
 
MENS SPECIAL SINGLES 
 
And finally, Luke Bramble defeated Gareth 
Rossiter 6-4, 6-2 the Special Men's Singles 
final to pull off a hat trick as he'd already 
claimed the Special Mixed Doubles with 
Sarah Gaunt and the Special Men's 
Doubles above with Luke Keller. 
 

 

 

 
Congratulations to all the new champions! 
 
(Pictured Left) John Cranfield advises runner up, Gareth 
Rossiter, on a winning strategy for 2014 
 

 
The Bar and the Honour System 
 
Sorry to have to bring this up but as you all know we operate the bar on an honour system and trust 
all members, guests, and other visitors to abide by it. At the last Committee meeting, the Treasurer 
drew attention to the extremely low till takings last month (some 65% below average) coupled with 
the paucity of $50 notes. We don't think any more needs to be said but would ask all to be vigilant 
and adhere to the practice. (Also, can we remind you that ONLY those with RSA accreditation can 
serve behind the bar, even in the case of soft drinks.) 
 
Upcoming Events 
 
2013 Christmas Party & Awards Night 
 
Please put the Saturday 7th December in your diaries for the annual Christmas Party and Awards 
Night, where the winners above and from the other finals will receive their recognition. Separate 
details to follow shortly. 
 
NB: in case you are wondering the Select Sports Wine and Cheese Night has been postponed until 
early next year. 
 


